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Stronghold Healthcare, part of Stronghold Global ltd, are industry leaders when it comes to PPE supply.

Our goal is to ensure the safety of the millions in our country by offering a consultative yet efficient

approach to PPE procurement, We firmly believe that money can't buy experience  and having been

established for over 20 years, we have plenty of it.

We have supported Sheffield Teaching Hospital Foundation
Trust and University College London Hospital Foundation Trust
with over 8 million units of PPE throughout the Covid-19
pandemic. Through our transparent and collaborative
partnership approach, we were able to find solutions to enable
these trusts to continue their life saving work.

"We have over the last two years received a second to none

service from the team at Stronghold. There is nothing to big

and nothing to small. Max and the team will go the extra mile to

support which takes any worries away from us. Many, many

thanks and keep up the great work"

Peter White, Operations Coordinator at TESCO

Contact us now to see how we can streamline your PPE  

 supply chain

OUR GOAL

GET IN TOUCH

11M 150K 20 YEARS
UNITS OF PPE SUPPLIED KEY WORKERS

SUPPORTED

IN BUSINESS
Through our established

manufacturer relations we

have managed to meet

demand

*Since April 2020

We truly are experts in our

field



Our masks are sourced from only the highest quality

manufacturer's, ensuring the best possible standard of

safety required for the end user. We guide our customers

through complicated legislation so you remain complaint

and, ultimately. safe.

With legislation becoming increasing complicated by the

day, we have simlified the process of procuring your PPE.

Approved for use by the NHS, this Type IIR Surgical

face mask provides the highest standard of reliable

barrier protection, due to its fluid-resistant capabilities.

This kind of mask offers further protection than a

standard mask as they block potentially-infected

droplets from entering the respiratory system.

FFP1, FFP2 OR FFP3?
Simply, an FFP3 will offer greater protection than FFP2

and FFP1. .Selection of the most appropriate respirator

depends on the contaminant and Occupational

Exposure Level (OEL) and guidance should always be

sought. Please contact a member of our team for

guidance.

OUR MASKS

TYPE IIR 

VALVED OR NON-VALVED?
The valve helps lower the temperature inside the

mask. However, a mask with no valve is more effective

in preventing the spread of a virus from the wearer to

those in close proximity. This makes it ideal for

healthcare workers. 



TYPE IIR

FFP2 FOLD FLAT
The FFP2 mask offers mid-level respiratory protection

against solid airborne particles, fine dusts  and liquid

aerosols. The fold flat design allows for easy storage

and can be shaped to fit a wide range of face shapes

meaning they are much more comfortable to wear over

longer periods of time.

FFP3 NON-VALVED, CUPPED
This FFP3 offers high-level respiratory protection against very

fine, toxic dusts, fumes, and oil- and water-based mists. This

classic valveless design has been tried and tested for over 40

year of use in sectors including healthcare, manufacturing

and construction. The lack of an exhalation valve makes this

the ideal mask when the primary purpose is not just to

protect the wearer but other around them.

The most comfortable mask available due to the

cupped face shape and the thick soft foam face-fit seal

this FFP3 offers high-level respiratory protection

against very fine, toxic dusts, fumes, and oil- and

water-based mists. The valve helps lower humidity and

the temperature inside the mask.

Approved for use by the NHS, this Type IIR Surgical

face mask provides the highest standard of reliable

barrier protection, due to its fluid-resistant capabilities.

This kind of mask offers further protection than a

standard mask as they block potentially-infected

droplets from entering the respiratory system.

FFP3 VALVED, CUPPED

FFP3 VALVED FOLD FLAT
The twin-fold pleats on the fold flat mask allows

freedom of movement so the wearer can talk easily

without compromising the fit around the face. The

large filter and  exhalation valve reduces the build-up

of heat and moisture, making it ideal for needing to

communicate and stay protected during  long shifts

For more information please contact us


